Motivation: Protein phosphorylation is a post-translational modification that affects proteins by changing their structure and conformation in a rapid and reversible way, and it is an important mechanism for metabolic regulation in cells. Phosphoproteomics enables high-throughput identification of phosphorylation events on metabolic enzymes, but identifying functional phosphorylation events still requires more detailed biochemical characterization. Therefore, development of computational methods for investigating unknown functions of a large number of phosphorylation events identified by phosphoproteomics has received increased attention. Results: We developed a mathematical framework that describes the relationship between phosphorylation level of a metabolic enzyme and the corresponding flux through the enzyme. Using this framework, it is possible to quantitatively estimate contribution of phosphorylation events to flux changes. We showed that phosphorylation regulation analysis, combined with a systematic workflow and correlation analysis, can be used for inference of functional phosphorylation events in steady and dynamic conditions, respectively. Using this analysis, we assigned functionality to phosphorylation events of 17 metabolic enzymes in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, among which 10 are novel. Phosphorylation regulation analysis cannot only be extended for inference of other functional post-translational modifications but also be a promising scaffold for multi-omics data integration in systems biology.
Introduction
Protein phosphorylation is a rapid and reversible mechanism allowing for regulation of cellular metabolism in response to environmental changes. It cannot only be the key to signal transduction and thereby regulate metabolism indirectly, but also directly affect metabolic enzymes by changing protein conformation (Humphrey et al., 2015) . Metabolic enzymes directly regulated by protein phosphorylation are potential therapeutic targets for anticancer treatment, as accumulating evidence indicates that phosphorylation of some metabolic enzymes contributes to the Warburg effect and subsequently reprogramming of cancer metabolism (Hitosugi and Chen, 2014) . In addition, knowledge of phosphorylation regulation of metabolic enzymes has been reported to enable improved metabolic engineering (Shi et al., 2014) , and may be a promising strategy to develop efficient cell factories. Therefore, it is of great interest to investigate the phosphorylation events affecting metabolic enzymes-hereafter referred to as functional phosphorylation events (FPEs).
The yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is a widely used eukaryal organism for human disease research and metabolic engineering. In yeast, protein phosphorylation is a key mechanism regulating metabolism as more than half of the about 900 metabolic enzymes are phosphorylated (Chen and Nielsen, 2016) . However, less than 10% of the phosphorylated enzymes have been reported to show FPEs (Chen and Nielsen, 2016) . Most of these were identified using in vitro assays and kinetic estimations, which is time-and labour-consuming.
With the application of mass spectrometry-based technologies, an increasing number of phosphoproteomics data have become available for investigating phosphorylation events under steady or dynamic conditions, making it possible to identify FPEs in a high-throughput way. Therefore, it is necessary to develop computational methods capable of inferring FPEs from such omics data. Schulz et al. developed a 'locality' scoring procedure to extract information about FPEs from combined phosphoproteomics and metabolomics data (Schulz et al., 2014) . This method was based on a locality score obtained using the network distance between enzyme-metabolite pairs, and it relied on data from a large number of yeast deletion strains. Another method correlating phosphoproteomics and metabolomics data was proposed driven by the hypothesis that enzyme activation or inhibition by phosphorylation changes immediately the concentrations of the substrates and products of the enzyme (Oliveira et al., 2015b) . However, the change of metabolite concentration can be contributed by several other related reactions and this approach is therefore inadequate for explaining whether and to what extent phosphorylation affects a specific enzyme. Correlating phosphorylation to flux is likely to be better as the effect of phosphorylation on metabolic enzymes can lead to either an increase or decrease of its in vivo reaction rate despite diverse regulatory mechanisms (Chen and Nielsen, 2016) . The relationship between phosphorylation and metabolic flux was clarified by Oliveira et al. using a 'catalytically competent enzyme' concept, which was then used to infer FPEs according to highly correlated phosphopeptides/fluxes pairs (Oliveira et al., 2012) .
Regulation analysis is a well-established formalism that quantitatively dissects the regulation of metabolic fluxes into contributions by various regulatory layers (Rossell et al., 2006; ter Kuile and Westerhoff, 2001) , which was recently extended to identify functional regulatory events (Chubukov et al., 2013; Gerosa et al., 2015) . Inspired by this, we developed here phosphorylation regulation analysis enabling quantitative description of the relationship between changed fluxes and phosphorylation levels. This is, as far as we know, the first effort to dissect the enzyme activity factor, i.e. the turnover number k cat , into different levels depending on enzyme activation. The mathematical framework shows that k cat is a function containing degree of phosphorylation, and this can be used for inferring FPEs by performing pairwise comparisons among various steady conditions. Its capability to infer FPEs was demonstrated by comparing our method with the previous method (Oliveira et al., 2012) , resulting in not only predictions of the same FPEs, but also several novel FPEs. Furthermore, we showed that our approach can be extend to dynamic conditions using time series omics datasets. Our approach therefore not only presented a robust method to infer FPEs under steady and dynamic conditions but also resulted in predictions of novel FPEs in yeast metabolism.
Materials and methods

Phosphorylation regulation analysis
Generally, the rate of a metabolic reaction can be mathematically described as:
where V max represents the maximum capacity of the enzyme, and f(M)is a non-linear function of metabolite concentrations. To quantitatively describe the two levels of regulation, regulation analysis was proposed by considering the logarithmic change between two conditions and then dividing by the changes in reaction rate (Rossell et al., 2006; ter Kuile and Westerhoff, 2001) :
This equation distributes flux control into a hierarchical regulation coefficient q h and a metabolic regulation coefficient q m . These coefficients quantitatively present the contributions of enzyme capacity and metabolite level to changes in reaction rate, and the sum of the coefficients is 1. The coefficient with a value greater than 0.5 is therefore the dominant contributor to flux control. In order to include phosphorylation regulation, we modified the reaction rate equation as follow:
The maximum capacity V max of an enzyme depends on the turnover number k cat and its concentration E as shown in Equation (3). If an enzyme is under phosphorylation regulation the total concentration of the enzyme E is equal to the sum of the concentrations of the phosphorylated form E P and unphosphorylated form E 0 , and each form has a corresponding turnover number (k P for phosphorylated one and k 0 for unphosphorylated one) in Equation (4). In Equation (5) we introduce a factor describing the degree of phosphorylation u¼E P /E. This shows that the turnover number k cat in Equation (3) can be broken down to contain information about phosphorylation in Equation (5). Given that FPEs lead to either an increase or decrease of in vivo enzyme activity (Chen and Nielsen, 2016) , we assessed such functional output without detailing the precise mechanism here. If FPEs results in activation of the enzyme, we assume that k P is a positive value while k 0 is zero. In this case, Equation (5) becomes
In reality k 0 the unphosphorylated form may have some activity meaning that it is not zero, but for simplification we assume that this activity is much smaller than that of the phosphorylated form, and that this activity therefore can be neglected. Thus, our analysis will only capture cases where there are strong activation/inactivation of enzyme activity by phosphorylation, but as we will show this still allows for inference of novel FPEs. Regulation coefficients can be calculated by taking the logarithm and dividing by Dlogv:
where q p is the phosphorylation regulation coefficient, and q e is the enzyme regulation coefficient. Interestingly, the conversion of Equation (6) to Equation (7) results in the disappearance of Dlogk P / Dlogv as k P keeps constant for a specific FPE. For the other case that FPEs inhibit activity, we assumed that k P ¼0, substituted in Equation (5), yielding
Likewise, we can get regulation coefficients based on Equation (8) as follow:
where q 0 p is also the phosphorylation regulation coefficient, and q 0 m is the corresponding metabolic regulation coefficient. Based on Equation (7) and Equation (9), changes in reaction rate are caused by altered enzyme concentration, metabolite level and turnover number which can be quantitatively represented by the degree of phosphorylation.
Steady state data integration
To infer FPEs in a pairwise comparison of different steady conditions, the phosphorylation regulation coefficient in Equation (7) and Equation (9) should be calculated. The most important term in those equations is Dlogv, which can be calculated using constraint-based flux balance analysis (FBA) (Orth et al., 2010) or 13C-based metabolic flux analysis (Zamboni et al., 2009) . DlogE can be calculated if proteomics data is accessible, thereby q e is obtained.
To estimate the phosphorylation regulation coefficient, Dlogu and Dlog(1 -u) should be calculated. When performing a pairwise comparison,
where fold changes of phosphoprotein and protein levels between two conditions can be calculated if phosphoproteomics and proteomics data are available. However, calculating Dlog(1 -u) relies on absolutely quantified concentrations of total, phosphorylated and unphosphorylated proteins, which are currently difficult to be obtained in a large scale, and thereby cannot be performed systematically. However, because u is in the range between zero and one, Dlog(1 -u) and Dlogu have opposite signs, so do q 0 p and q p . Accordingly, given fluxes, proteomics and phosphoproteomics data, one can estimate q p , q e and consequently q m based on Equation (7), and it can also be estimated if q 0 p is positive or negative.
Workflow for systematically inferring FPEs
Using the mathematical framework described above we developed a workflow for performing phosphorylation regulation analysis to infer FPEs in a pairwise comparison of steady conditions (Fig. 1A) . First, the changes of enzyme concentration and reaction rate are used to estimate the enzyme regulation coefficient q e for each reaction.
Reactions with 0.5 q e 1.5 will not be considered in the following analysis as they are largely regulated by enzyme concentration.
If q e < 0.5, the corresponding reactions have low control by enzyme concentration, suggesting that phosphorylation events, if functional, could be a positive contributor to flux control. Assuming that FPEs activate activity, Equation (7) should be adopted to calculate the phosphorylation regulation coefficient q p . If q p ! 0.5, the corresponding phosphorylation events are functional and can activate activity. If -0.5 q p 0.5 phosphorylation events do not show a considerable effect on the reaction rate and are therefore not functional. Notably, phosphorylation event with q p À0.5 is inconsistent with the assumption that FPEs should be a positive contributor when q e < 0.5, so it appears that they cannot activate activity. However, given the fact that q 0 p and q p have opposite signs, q 0 p must be positive when q p À0.5, indicating that such a phosphorylation event will be a positive contributor if using Equation (9) to calculate the phosphorylation regulation coefficient. Therefore, phosphorylation events with q p À0.5 are likely to inhibit activity.
If q e > 1.5, the contribution of enzyme concentration to the change of reaction rate appears to be excessive, indicating that there probably exist FPEs to balance enzyme activity. Accordingly, FPEs should contribute negatively to the changed reaction rate, i.e. the phosphorylation regulation coefficient should be negative. q p is calculated according to Equation (7) assuming that FPEs activate activity, and q p À0.5 leads to FPEs which activate the enzyme. If -0.5 q p 0.5 it means that phosphorylation events have a weak effect on reaction rate, whereas if q p ! 0.5 there is likely to be an FPE, but it most likely to inhibit enzyme activity as q 0 p calculated in Equation (9) must be negative. Figure 1B gives a clear description on determining whether FPEs can activate or inhibit activity on the basis of the relationship between q e and q p . Notably, some calculated q p are extremely high or low, we should not use them to infer FPEs as they are somewhat implausible. Given the fact that measurement errors and inaccurate flux estimations of some reactions might lead to implausible coefficients, we chose the values of q e at the 95th and 5th percentiles of the global ratio distribution as the threshold for defining extremely high and low values of q p , resulting in max and min values as indicated in Figure 1 .
Inference of FPEs in dynamic state
Phosphorylation regulation analysis can also be used to infer FPEs using dynamic omics data. For this one uses Equation (4), which if FPEs activate activity becomes Taking the logarithm and calculating the difference between two time points yields:
Likewise, we can get the following equations for the case that FPEs inhibit activity:
Considering the fact that protein phosphorylation responds more rapidly than protein expression to a temporal conditional change, the change of enzyme concentration can be assumed to be much smaller than the change in phosphorylation level. Accordingly, we assumed that enzyme concentration E keeps constant during the dynamic experiment, so Dlog(E -E P ) and DlogE P have opposite signs and Equation (14) can therefore be approximated by:
where a is a positive constant. Therefore, if fluxes and phosphoproteomics data are available, we can correlate Dlogv with DlogE P using Pearson correlation to infer whether FPEs activate or inhibit activity according to the Pearson correlation coefficients R and P values (performed in Matlab). R ¼ 1 means that Dlogv can be represented by Equation (12) and thereby suggests that FPEs activate activity, while R ¼ À1 suggests that FPEs inhibit activity as specified by Equation (15). A false discovery rate (FDR) of 20% (uncorrected P value < 0.0561) was set as cutoff for significant correlations based on BenjaminiHochberg correction using all the correlations as background. If the assumption of protein concentration being constant during the transient experiment do not hold, it will most likely result in poor correlation and too high false discovery rate, meaning that our method may have some false negatives due to this assumption.
Data collection and processing
For steady state data, we used phosphoproteomics data from exponentially growing yeast cells under four nutritional conditions-aerobic growth in glucose, galactose, and ethanol, and anaerobic growth in glucose (Oliveira et al., 2012) , and the corresponding fluxes and proteomics data from another study (Costenoble et al., 2011) . We used aerobic growth on glucose as the control and performed three pairwise comparisons. q e and q p calculated according to phosphorylation regulation analysis were collected for all the three comparisons and then used to infer FPEs on the basis of our workflow.
For dynamic state data, we used the time series phosphoproteomics and metabolomics datasets from a study of the TORC1 pathway in yeast. In these experiments metabolism of steady-state grown cells was altered by glutamine addition, glutamine depletion or rapamycin addition (Oliveira et al., 2015a,b) . DlogE P can be readily obtained from phosphoproteomics data, and we calculated Dlogv from the simulated flux distributions by using constraint-based FBA in the genome-scale metabolic model of S.cerevisiae iMM904 (Mo et al., 2009) in Matlab (R2015b) incorporated with the COBRA toolbox (Schellenberger et al., 2011) . For the 0 min time point, where the cells were at steady state, the flux distribution was simulated by FBA using steady state exchange reaction rates as constraints. The objective function was set to maximize growth rate and then minimize the sum of all fluxes in the network, which is based on the assumption that cells grow at the maximum growth rate in mid-log phase and tend to decrease usage of enzymes to maintain optimality. This resulted in unique flux distributions for three cases, and the simulated growth rates fit very well with the measured ones (Supplementary Tables). For the other time points, in which the intracellular metabolite concentrations changed, we used the following metabolomics-integrated FBA method, a modified version of the published one (Kleessen et al., 2015) :
The objective function was set to minimize the difference between the simulated flux distribution and that obtained at the previous time point as we assumed that the cells tend to minimize the changes of fluxes to reach a new state to adapt to fluctuations. Besides, the rate of the concentration change of every metabolite between two time points should be calculated and added to the righthand side, and we assumed that such a rate keeps constant during every two time points. Due to the fact that a great number of metabolites are from more than one cellular compartment, a new S matrix, i.e. S M , was obtained by summing the rows of every metabolite in different compartments. For the metabolites not quantified, they were assumed to range between the minimum and maximum change rate over all quantified metabolites. As the published metabolomics data only provided the relative change of metabolite concentration, we collected absolute metabolomics data from yeast cells under steady-state in a batch (Canelas et al., 2009 ) to calculate absolute values in the case study. Since rich media were used in the dynamic study, we assumed that for each metabolite the lowest concentration among the three batches reported for the dynamic study is equal to that from the batch in (Canelas et al., 2009 ). Hereby we can calculate the concentrations of that metabolite in the other two batches based on the reported metabolite ratios. We performed a sensitivity analysis for several chosen absolute concentrations and found they were robust (Supplementary Tables).
Results
Phosphorylation regulation analysis enables the inference of FPEs using steady state data
In order to illustrate the effect of phosphorylation regulation analysis using our workflow, we used data from a previous study that had the objective of predicting FPEs by correlating metabolic fluxes with total or phosphorylated protein abundances across four conditions (Oliveira et al., 2012) . Using these data, we carried out three pairwise comparisons using aerobic growth on glucose as the control, i.e. aerobic galactose versus glucose, ethanol versus glucose and anaerobic versus aerobic glucose. Firstly, we calculated q e using Equation (7) with insertion of available fluxes and proteomics data (Costenoble et al., 2011) , resulting in 55, 48 and 55 q e values for galactose versus glucose, ethanol versus glucose and anaerobic versus aerobic glucose, respectively (Supplementary Tables). We then collected and sorted them to determine the values of q e at the 95th (q e ¼ 2.92) and 5th (q e ¼ À1.90) percentiles of the distribution as a reasonable range in order to delete implausible q p . We ignored all reactions with 0.5 q e 1.5 and considered the remainder, among which only the reactions showing differentially phosphorylated phosphoproteins were further investigated. This led to 4, 8 and 8 potential reactions displaying FPEs in galactose versus glucose, ethanol versus glucose and anaerobic versus aerobic glucose comparisons, respectively ( Fig. 2A) . Next, we calculated q p according to Equation (7) using the fluxes and phosphoproteomics data for those candidate reactions (Supplementary Tables). Here we ignored reactions with -0.5 q p 0.5, q p > 2.92, or q p < À1.90, resulting in 2, 10 and 9 FPEs in galactose versus glucose, ethanol versus glucose and anaerobic versus aerobic glucose comparisons, respectively ( Fig. 2A) .
To determine whether FPEs activate or inhibit activity, we compared q e and q p values for all reactions according to Figure 1B . In the comparison of aerobic galactose and glucose ( Fig. 2A) , enzyme concentration showed a large positive contribution (q e > 1.5) to the flux change of the reaction 'GPM1' and nearly no contribution (q e < 0.5) to the reaction 'GPD', while the calculated q p of the corresponding FPEs 'Gpm1-p' and 'Gpd2-p1' were q p À0.5 or q p ! 0.5, respectively. This suggests that both of these enzymes are activated by phosphorylation. In the comparison of aerobic ethanol and glucose ( Fig. 2A) , all the FPEs showed a negative or slightly positive enzyme regulation coefficient (q e < 0.5) and a large negative phosphorylation regulation coefficient (q p À0.5). Accordingly, this cannot lead to the conclusion that those FPEs activate activity. However, a positive phosphorylation regulation coefficient can be obtained when using Equation (9) for those FPEs, suggesting that they are likely to inhibit activity. In the anaerobic versus aerobic glucose group ( Fig. 2A) , enzyme concentration showed a negative contribution for all the FPEs and most of them showed a positive phosphorylation regulation coefficient (q p ! 0.5), suggesting that they activate activity. The only one exception is that the FPE 'Thr4-p' showed a strongly negative phosphorylation regulation coefficient (q p À0.5), and it thereby appears that this Thr4 is inactivated by phosphorylation.
Using our phosphorylation regulation analysis, we in total extracted functional predictions for ten metabolic enzymes in yeast being regulated by phosphorylation (Fig. 2B) . This doubles the number that the previous study presented using the same datasets but also involves all enzymes reported in the earlier study (Oliveira et al., 2012) .
Phosphorylation regulation analysis combined with correlation analysis highlights FPEs using omics data from dynamic conditions
Phosphorylation of metabolic enzymes appears to be crucial in mediating dynamic transitions between two steady states (Fisher et al., 2012) , and the effect of phosphorylation on reaction rates could be weakened after the cells go to a new steady state from the transition state. It is therefore interesting to infer functions of phosphorylation events during a dynamic process.
Hence we used our proposed method based on correlation between time series of fluxes and phosphorylation levels (see Materials and methods) applying dynamic metabolomics and phosphoproteomics data (Oliveira et al., 2015a,b) . The time series metabolomics and phosphoproteomics datasets were from three experiments-nitrogen upshift, nitrogen downshift and an experiment with rapamycin addition (to inhibit TORC1 that regulated nitrogen metabolism) at seven time points (0, 5, 9, 15, 25, 44 and 79 min) after glutamine addition, glutamine depletion and rapamycin addition.
To obtain time series fluxes data, we performed constraint-based FBA using the yeast model iMM904 (Mo et al., 2009) flux distributions for all the time points in the three experiments. For 0 min, we performed steady state FBA and obtained a flux distribution with the simulated growth rate being close to the measured one (Supplementary Tables) . For the time points during the dynamic process, we performed the proposed metabolomics-integrated FBA method (see Materials and methods). As a consequence, we obtained flux distributions at all the seven time points for the three experiments (Supplementary Tables) . Using these fluxes, we calculated Dlogv for all the enzymatic reactions using the flux values at 0 min time point as the control, and ignored reactions with unchanged fluxes.
To calculate DlogE P , we used the 'reliably quantified FC > 2' dataset derived from the dynamic phosphoproteomics data (Oliveira et al., 2015b) . DlogE P was obtained by taking the logarithm of the phosphopeptide fold change of all the time points compared to 0 min, and only those related to changed reactions were considered. Then Pearson correlation analysis was carried out for the calculated time series Dlogv and DlogE P . This resulted in 63 'phosphopeptide/reaction' pairs for all the three experiments (Supplementary Tables), among which we found 8, 2 and 6 significantly correlated pairs for nitrogen upshift, nitrogen downshift and rapamycin experiments, respectively (Fig. 3) . The correlation direction (Pearson correlation coefficient R) can be used to infer whether phosphorylation activates or inactivates activity based on Equation (12) and Equation (15).
As a result, we inferred here that phosphorylation at S367 or S369 of Gly1, S318 or Y320 of Hom2 and S58, S61, T62 or S64 of Sol2 activate activity and phosphorylation at T334, S336 or S338 of Elo2, S24 or S25 of Gpd1, Y309, S313 or S315 of Pda1, T117 or S119 of Pgm2, S240 of Sec53, S191, S192, S193 or S195 of Tps3 and T75, S77, S147, S155, S157 or S161 of Tsl1 inhibit activity.
Discussion
The application of phosphorylation regulation analysis to two different studies resulted in functional evidence for in total of 17 metabolic enzymes regulated by phosphorylation, among which 10 have not been reported earlier. We showed in this study that phosphorylation at T334, S336 or S338 of Elo2, S24, S25 or S27 of Gpd1, S72 of Gpd2 and S313 of Pda1 inhibit activity, and all these FPEs have been experimentally validated previously (Lee et al., 2012; Oliveira et al., 2012; Olson et al., 2015) . Besides, FPEs on Cys3 and Thr4 predicted in this study are in line with a recent study, which was based on a phosphomutant functionality scoring method (Nakic et al., 2016) . All the consistency suggests reliability of the presented method. In addition, the fact that ten out of 67 differential metabolic phosphoproteins in steady case and ten out of 82 differential metabolic phosphoproteins in dynamic case were determined shows its high efficiency to provide potential FPEs. Interestingly, we found that phosphorylation resulted in reduced activity of Gpd1 and Pda1 and activates Gly1 from analysis of both the steady state and dynamic data, and this consistency provides further validity to our predicted FPEs.
We found from the steady state data that phosphorylation was correctly shown to inhibit activity of Gpd1 and Gpd2 in the comparison of aerobic ethanol and glucose while the results from the Tps3_S191/S192/S193/S195 other two comparisons contrasted it. However, the previous study using correlation analysis can even not predict the inhibition result, which was explained by the inability to differentiate between the contributions of Gpd1 and Gpd2 to the flux of glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase reaction (Oliveira et al., 2012) . Although our method led to two opposite conclusions in different pairwise comparisons, it can provide more candidates of FPEs than the method used in the previous study as it divided integrated comparison into separated comparisons and thereby caught more regulatory mechanisms from various conditions. For steady state analysis, phosphorylation regulation analysis combined with the presented workflow resulted in predictions of more FPEs than the previous approach of correlating metabolic fluxes with relative phosphoprotein abundances across conditions (Oliveira et al., 2012) . In practice, a high correlation in the previous approach means the contribution of phosphorylation regulation to the fluxes is conserved across conditions, but from our analysis we found that almost no FPEs showed the same q p in any two comparisons. This is consistent with another study that could also not identify correlation across multiple comparisons (Chubukov et al., 2013) , suggesting that the contributions of several different regulation layers to flux control are changed across different steady state conditions. Our phosphorylation regulation analysis, that relies only on pairwise comparisons eliminates the need for correlation analysis and hereby enables predictions of more FPE candidates. Besides, correlation analysis relies on the number of conditions to obtain good correlation coefficient, while phosphorylation regulation analysis can be applied to the studies with easily designed and costsaving experiments.
For dynamic experiments, we combined phosphorylation regulation analysis with correlation analysis instead of pairwise comparison in order to eliminate the errors from omics data measurement and fluxes simulation. By using correlation analysis, the correlated changes of fluxes and phosphopeptides can be determined even though fluxes change were small in some cases. Besides, although 79 minutes could be quite a long period that may invalidate the assumption that protein level changes slightly in a short time, for most inferred FPEs fluxes change with phosphorylation levels during the first several time points (Fig. 3) . This suggests that our method is expected to perform very well in a short dynamic period if the number of data points is sufficient.
In conclusion, phosphorylation regulation analysis was here developed to relate phosphorylation level to reaction rate. The predicted FPEs relied highly on the relationship between phosphorylation level and flux rather than the strongly regulated phosphoproteins alone as the inferred known and novel FPEs were not involved in the top regulated phosphopeptides. We believe our approach can easily be extended to investigate other posttranslational modifications, e.g. acetylation, which has also been reported to regulate metabolic enzymes (Wang et al., 2010) . Moreover, phosphorylation regulation analysis is expected to serve as a scaffold to integrate multi-omics data and thereby opens up the possibility to unravel different levels of flux regulation in using systems biology.
